
TED PRICE is the Director of Corporate Security for Lehman Brothers Inc. He had a
distinguished career of government service, during which he served as Deputy Director
of Operations for the Central Intelligence Agency. 

Ted’s endorsement of Clayton Consulting:  

I’ve worked with Tom Clayton for over 20 years, both with the United States govern-
ment and in the private sector.  As such, I possess the unique honor of having observed
Tomís work both in the foreign service of the US government, and while supervising a
team of seasoned professionals on behalf of corporate and private clients worldwide.  I
believe his expertise and skill in the area of crisis management, particularly kidnap
negotiation, are second-to-none and he possesses a record of success that is truly unpar-
alleled.  I consider Tom to be the best kidnap responder/negotiator in the world and a
pioneer in his field.  If a colleague or family member were subject to a kidnapping or
extortion threat or incident, there is no question as to who Iíd want on the job.  

Tom and his team of consultants share a tremendous depth of knowledge, which is the
end result of decades of experience at the very highest levels of US intelligence, mili-
tary and law enforcement. I highly endorse Clayton Consulting, an industry leader.î   

As a senior intelligence professional at CIA, Ted Price also served as the Associate
Deputy Director for Operations, the Director of Counterintelligence, and the Director of
Personnel.  Ted subsequently worked as Vice President of the Security Services
Division of the Kroll-OíGara Company, and had responsibility for Krollís Crisis
Management Group. An East Asian specialist who speaks Mandarin Chinese, Ted lived
and served for twenty years in Thailand, Taiwan, Burma, Hong Kong, Singapore, and
China. Ted earned his undergraduate degree from Yale University and served as an offi-
cer in the United States Marine Corps for four years prior to joining the CIA.


